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Tara Fraser -Arboriculture Contract Manager, Glendale    
Greig came and ran an excellent course at our yard recently, his level of professionalism, knowledge 
and passion for our industry shone throughout our day's course. He has developed a unique and honest 
course and product, his focus on saving tree climbers/chainsaw operatives lives in everyday dangerous 
scenarios really makes seasoned operatives stop and consider 'normal' practice in a new light.   

He taught us all invaluable skills, stirred thought provoking discussions about how we could make our 
daily operations run at the highest level of safety without compromising on the delivered quality. He 
showed us how to re adjust our mindset over tradition antiquated rescue techniques, which inspires a 
much need change for our industries best practice standards. With this course and product long over 
due to the market place, but now thankfully available, its time for others to take note and invest in their 
operatives. To send my crews out without their trauma kit seems impracticable now, goodbye 
inadequate office HSE first aid kits!  

Originally I considered trying to build my own version of this kit, but the years of research and 
dedication which has been poured into this product speaks for its self, all the items in the box have 
been deemed essential, rigorously tested and fairly priced for what you receive. Also the training 
covers in intricate detail exactly how to use everything in the kit, not something you learn from reading 
a packet!  

Greig has taken all of the burden out of preparing my crews to the highest level to ensure everyone can 
make it home at the end of the day. Couldn't recommend Arb Aid enough for the outstanding course, 
product and service. Looking forward to the more advanced courses in the pipeline! Keep up the great 
work Greig and thank you again. 

	  

	  
	  


